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Why Islam is Not a Religion > Rebecca Bynum
An individual's search for inner peace begins with a beacon of
light called Islam. Islam, which is derived from the root word
"Salaam" (peace), means submiss.
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6 Big Reasons Why Islam Is False | Reasons for Jesus
By Dr Laurence Brown. Let's talk frankly. Almost never do
non-Muslims study Islam until they have first exhausted the
religions of their exposure.
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The latest Tweets from WhyIslam (@whyislam). A U.S. based
organization dedicated to educating and answering questions
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By contrast, a news cycle does not go by without a report of
Islamic terrorists blowing themselves to smithereens, igniting
car bombs and IEDs, shooting or.

Our greatest Islam critics confine their attack to the
non-religious aspects of Islam, either its political side or
its judicial side. But when we discuss political Islam or.
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We have at least 11 sources for the Why Islam? of Jesus: The
primary reason for this close relationship is that Muslims
have a direct connection with their Creator.
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I believe the same thing is true of Islam. Islam is a religion
Why Islam? more than 1. What struck me about this article is
how similar it is to my experience.
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